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About This Game

Be fast, be first and be famous as the race returns in GRID 2, the sequel to the BAFTA-award winning, multi-million selling
Race Driver: GRID. Experience aggressive racing against advanced AI and become immersed in the race with GRID 2’s new

TrueFeel™ Handling system which powers edge of control exhilaration behind the wheel of every iconic car. The next
generation of the EGO Game Technology Platform delivers genre-defining visuals and jaw-dropping damage as you prove

yourself across three continents in a new, evolving world of motorsport. Earn fame, fans and fortune as you blaze your way to
the top in intense, relentless races on licensed circuits, beautifully realised city streets and lethal mountain roads. GRID 2 will

also set the new standard for multiplayer racing with innovative modes, an entirely separate progression system and deep
integration with RaceNet, the free online extension for Codemasters Racing games.

Grid 2 Is Racing, Redefined.

key Features

The race comes alive with GRID 2’s TrueFeel™ Handling system for edge-of-control exhilaration

Prove yourself against advanced AI in aggressive, blockbuster races packed with wow moments

Blaze your way to the top of a new world of motorsport

An extensive and separate online campaign redefines multiplayer racing games plus full RaceNet integration
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Powered by Codemasters’ EGO Game Technology Platform for jaw-dropping damage and stunning visuals, GRID 2 sets
the standard for technical excellent in racing.

Race a handpicked selection of iconic cars that represent the best in automotive engineering from the last 40 years

Take on challenging licensed tracks, stunningly realised city streets and lethal mountain roads

Prove yourself by entering and winning events across three continents

Race Immersion Technology immerses you in the race like never before

The long-awaited sequel to the BAFTA-winning, multi-million selling Race Driver: GRID
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Title: GRID 2
Genre: Racing, Sports
Developer:
Codemasters Racing, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
Codemasters, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Release Date: 27 May, 2013

 a09c17d780 

 Minimum

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 5400+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 15 GB HD space

Video Card: Intel HD Graphics 3000 / AMD HD2600 / NVIDIA Geforce 8600

DirectX®: 11

Sound: Direct X compatible soundcard

Additional: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Supported Graphics Cards: Intel HD Graphics 3000, Intel HD Graphics 4000, Intel Graphics 5200.
AMD Radeon HD2600 or higher, HD3650 or higher, HD4550 or higher, HD5000 Series, HD6000 Series, HD7000 Series.
NVIDIA GeForce 8600 or higher, 9500 or higher, GTX220 or higher, GTX400 Series, GTX500 Series, GTX600 Series: AMD
Fusion A8 or higher.

English,German,French,Italian,Japanese,Polish
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Short Answer: Bug filled mess at it's best, with enemies that don't telegraph anything.

Long Answer: The single worst game I have ever experienced. This is below even the Bubsy games, at least I could finish those.
Every enemy in this game has instant attacks, the game is grid based, except when it isn't and the delineation isn't clear. The
concept is interesting, but the execution is so poor that ramming your head into your desk until you forget about this game is a
better use of your money.. Good 2D survival\/crafting game.Controls well and has good mechanics.Fun to play.Main thing
missing is content.Maybe some kind of back story as well as current story and things that hamper surviving would make it
better. Things like animals or some mobs that you have to fight\/avoid or just watch out for would add a lot. This could lead to
more reason to have variety of weapons and a leveling up of weapons.This really is a fun game in early access which I totallly
forgot to mention....untill now.Price is not very much at all now......with proper good additions current price will be a steal.
Developers seem nice and are wanting feeedback to help advance their game.....which is usely a good sign for a early access
game in my experience. So overall I am not a professional game reviewer but I do know if I like playing a game or not and a few
things I personaly would like to see in a game.......so I like playing Faraway Islands and recommend it to all types of
gamers.........I see it getting better with a little love.. sound so good blind people can finish game. and probably save all
mudokon. Man, well I will start by saying that I have been following this game for a long time (literally "follow"), and I kept
checking in to see the progress, hopeful of the move to EA. YAY it's here right?

Sadly, my hopes were crushed, and this game is basically unplayable for me. The graphics look great, so far, the models clean,
animations and sound also quite nice. I would get farther in the game and review as much as is available, however frustration
stops me from being able to do so. You can't even swap controllers in hands because the shield and mechanics make that not
work.

I am a left hander. I understand why you may not have L hand support in Alpha, or closed Beta... but once you hit EA, are
asking for > $10 (almost twice that not on sale), and have a game where TWO of the three classes involve throwing things, or
using a bow and STILL do not support left handers... deal broken. :(

To the rest of the world, you right handed folk, I will reserve any formal judgement until I can play it, but I will say this; it was
fun enough to make me try every reasonable thing to play it anyway, so that is a pretty good sign out the gate if you ask me.

For now, and for all of the other lefties that might want to try this game out, you were warned!. Scenarios will not load. It's Pang
on steroids, it has a beatiful art, excellent OST, is full of winks to retro games, and the different world really capture the essence
of the game tributing, and now in ver 2.0 includes Coop Campaign for 2 players. The difficulty is (in normal) is perfect, not too
hard to be frustrating nor too easy to be boring. It's full of funny anti-achievements.. Where should I begin, its tale about a
young lad and his glorious adventures throughout the realm of fate. The premise and overall experience maybe short but its
sweet, compelling and most all real. Unlike most visual novels and the likes, it does not need much time for the reader to feel
fully engrossed in the story which the writer is fully aware of and does not create any needless fillers within the writing and
takes the reader right to the point, all the while delivery quirk remarks here and there.

But for me personally, I love the interaction going on between the characters themselves, but one thing that I particularly notice
was the lack of words our character has instead, the author did something remarkable instead, our every actions and even
seemingly written words were in fact stated in third person, thus each words we might believe we said is nothing more than a
figment of our own imagination. A wonderful neat little twist, I was not aware of until the very end.

As for the romance, we have about three characters to choose from, each with there own backstory though sadly, due to how
short the story was, the partners in question lack the necessary backstory however, this weakness was reinforced by how each of
there actions had a reason to it, most which are not because of silly anime cliche (main character etc..). My favourite among
them had to be Patches, perhaps her own attitude and characteristics matchs my girlfriend in real life. That aside, these partners
felt real and someone I can relate to in real life.

Overall the experience maybe short and sweet but it leaves you wanting more, especially Patches more.. I've spent, what, 2-3
hours with this game - and I am completely burned out on it already. It appears you go through repetition after repetition of the
same events, you try to somehow acquire some skills, of course, at the beginning of this game you don't have any, so you fail
every skill test from day 1 and then, unpredictably, you die -- only to go skip skip skip (and thank heavens you CAN skip
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dialogue) through all the same stuff again, maybe survive one more step, only to die another unpredictable death.

After the time I spent - I really really don't want to go through this again. It is mindnumbingly boring, and frustrating to boot.
Every death is apparently meant to teach you what skills you'll need in this situation, but very often you simply haven't a chance
to advance all those skills in time, and even if you have, the endless repetition of 'redo from start' just had me rolling my eyes.. it
would be fine as mobile game.. I would not recommend this game. It is a decent game, fairly easy, but the graphics glitch like
crazy, I can't stand to play it mostly for that. It's a bit buggy, but for less than a dollar, that's okay. What I really, really dislike is
that the controls aren't really up and down, it's a slight angle, making you have to adjust every little bit you move, it's a pain.
Make the camera actually straight, and I'd have liked this much, much more.

Sorry Dev's, just update it and you'll make a lot more people happy.
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its a good game but i can't understand english that much would it be cool if they add japanese languange. When one buys a
visual novel, it can be a really mixed bag as to the quality, however I really enjoyed the quality of Queen at Arms.

While not ground-breaking in its story or details, I did enjoy the writing and the inclusion of timed-events, and failure states
varied up the action.

Additionally, I liked how they handled some of the battles where you are a commander, and your choices can affect how
devastated your soldiers can be. I haven't played through long enough to know whether this will ultimately affect the ending, but
it gives me incentive to play again, and make choices to decimate my army to see what happens.

For those interested in romances, this game has several to offer of both genders.

The biggest complaint I can give is that I would have liked to see more battle scenarios, and a little more time devoted to the
romance interests. This is just a personal desire to see more such things, and not really a complaint at the dev.

The only other minor complaint I have is that some of the CG art is a little rough, especially when compared to the game's
character sprites. The dev might have been going for a specific style in the CGs, but it felt a little out of place.

A final sticking point might be the price. At $24.99 (regular listed price), some people might think this is a little high, especially
with no demo. While I didn't mind paying that much, I can understand others finding it a sticking point.

However, if you are curious as to whether this might be something you want, there is a demo up at itch.io
http:\/\/aqualuftgames.itch.io\/queen-at-arms. Delivers on what it promises. While I personally can't give less of a damn about
challenge modes in games, I see how that can be appealing to some people, especially with the combat system having quite a lot
of deph (if you're in for the challenge).. Its good but it takes a LOT of skill not like pixel gun 3D for modile at all!Exempt for
the style and some guns...But out of all its a good game! 10\/10. I was warned\/told point blank not to buy this game, but being
hard-headed I did anyways on the most recent sale. It was a huge mistake. There is pretty much nothing redeeming about the
product.

Let me break it down for you: the area design is bizarre and exploring is both frustrating and tedious. The combat is imprecise
and the enemies (on Normal difficulty) rapidly become bullet sponges. The platforming is even worse. The jumping animation
is downright laughable and is hard to predict. I ended up skipping the cutscenes due to the painfulness of of the story, writing
and voice acting.

Some of the level art is nice, but it isn't worth suffering through the rest to see it.

I regret purchasing the game and I wish I had listened to the recommendation to avoid it. The demo doesn't really reveal many
of the issues of the game so considered yourself warned.
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